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Abstract. In collaborative and interoperable information systems it is
frequently necessary to export a subset of an ontology, in particular to
export all instances and axioms subsumed by a shared domain ontol-
ogy. Technically this can be realized by projecting the Abox axioms of
the private instances to the vocabulary of the shared ontology using a
reasoner. We show that the direct application of this method results in
a very redundant export. Therefore, we propose methods to generate a
much smaller equivalent export in an efficient way. These methods are
based on a deep analysis of properties of axiom sets that can be used
to efficiently filter redundancies during the export process and provide
methods to further minimize redundancies in the result. We evaluate the
performance and the degree of minimality that can be reached with our
approach with standard benchmarking ontologies with large Aboxes and
a use case of the bio-medical domain.

Key words: OWL, Ontology, Abox export, Abox minimizing, instance
export, instance migration

1 Introduction

For cooperative information systems it is frequently necessary to export parts of
an ontology from one information system and import it in another (e.g. shared)
information system. Here we focus on a particular situation where a local (or
private) ontology is an extension of a shared (domain) ontology. The reasons for
this situation may be manifold: the local information system might include other
(upper) domain ontologies as well, the local ontology might be more fine grained
than the shared ontology, the information shared should not be too detailed e.g.
to protect trade secrets or privacy.

We motivate the projection of ontologies with a concrete use case: the sharing
of data in federated biobanks. Biobanks are collections of biological material
(Tissue, body fluids, cell cultures, etc.) and data describing this material and
their donors (e.g health records, lab data, -omics data) [2, 26]. Biobanks are
very valuables resources for life science research providing material and data for
biomedical research projects and studies. Currently, great efforts are undertaken
to link biobanks creating an interconnected federated resource for biomedical
research [25, 7].



Creating a network of federated biobanks [21, 7] requires the integration of
heterogenous, autonomous, individually developed biobank databases [9, 10]. Ex-
periments based on data of (unknowingly) poor quality yield incorrect results
[24]. One of the greatest challenges is to assure that data is correctly interpreted,
data is correctly transformed between the different sites and it is possible to de-
cide whether data stemming from different sites is comparable and can be used
together for performing a biomedical study. This can be achieved by sharing
not only data, but also the provenance [22] of the data and of the material
in a provenance ontology. The provenance of a data item is the process which
lead to this data item [4]. Thus, provenance is based on the question: Who has
done something; how, where, and when was it done and based on what? As a
consequence, provenance information is conceptualized using five interconnected
elements including where, who, how, when and what [19] and is frequently rep-
resented in form of an ontology. However, since the local provenance ontology
might contain more fine grained information, and not all information might be
allowed to be shared for privacy reasons and ethical, and legal concerns [8], it is
necessary to project the provenance information to the shared upper ontology
of the federation.
For an example: the local biobank might store information that the diagnosis
was made by John Smith, and we might infer that John Smith is pathologist,
he has 10 years of experience, is 40 years old, etc. For the exported provenance
ontology we would like to restrict the information to the fact that the diagnosis
was made by a pathologist with more than 4 years of experience. This is the rel-
evant information for the federation, as it allows to assign a credibility measure
to the diagnosis. The other information is necessary for the local information
system for various reasons, but it should not be passed on to the federation.
Data should only be exported if it is mapped to the federation (or domain)
ontology and can be expressed in terms of this domain ontology. If we simply
remove all explicit references to elements of the private ontology we will loose
too much information. When the local instance data only addresses concepts
and properties of the private ontology we would in fact loose all information (for
example consider a medical case that only points to a local diagnosis ontology
that is mapped to a global ontology. Simply striping away local assertions will
result in instances without any assertions). Instead we need to rewrite the data
that is only implicitly instance-data of the domain ontology to explicit instance
data of the domain ontology that does not have any references to the private
ontology.
In principal we need to export all Abox axioms regarding a set of instances of a
private OWL [17] (DL direct semantics) ontology that only refer to the shared
ontology. Since the number of such axioms is potentially infinite we restrict the
exported axioms to Abox axioms that refer only to named entities. This is di-
rectly inline with our scenario and guarantees finite sets. This also implies that
we only export axioms that refer to sub- or equivalent- roles / classes of the
domain ontology which is sufficient for a large class of ontologies including our
use-case. In order to also export axioms that refer to super-classes /-roles of
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the shared ontology the shared ontology can potentially be extended with such
named concepts before the export is executed.
Creating an export in a naive way results in very large and highly redundant sets
of axioms. Straightforward redundancy removals on the other hand are highly
inefficient. So the goal for the research reported here was to develop a method
which is both efficient and which generates export sets with low redundancy.
This new method is based on an in-depth analysis which properties of ontolo-
gies lead to redundancies in the export set. Exhaustive experiments with several
ontologies show that this method is much more efficient that a straightforward
approach and the remaining redundancy is marginal.

2 Abox Projection

2.1 Definition

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions of OWL (DL)
[17] and description logics (see [14]) and only provide the essential definitions we
need for defining the export problem formally here.

Definition 1. The signature of an ontology O is a set of named entities. This
set can be further divided into the set of named classes denoted O.sig.classes,
the set of roles O.sig.Roles and the set of named individuals O.sig.Individuals.

Definition 2. We restrict Abox axioms to the following axiom types

– Class membership: C(a) the named individual a is an instance of the named
class C.

– Role assertions1: R(a, b) defines that the named individual a is connected
to the named individual b with the named role R. OWL allows to define
object-properties as roles between individuals and data-type property roles
as roles that connect individuals and typed literals.

– Equivalent individuals: (a ≈ b) defines that the named individuals a and b

are equivalent.
– Different individuals: (a 6≈ b) defines that the named individuals a and b are

explicitly not equivalent. This is important due to the absence of the unique
name assumption.

Definition 3. An export set E of an ontology O is a user defined subset of
O.sig.Individuals

We can now formulate the problem of the projection:

Definition 4. Given a private ontology Ok and an export set E of Ok and a
public ontology O, the projection P (E,Ok, O) is defined as a set of Abox axioms
PA such that all Abox-axioms of Ok that refer only to the signature of O ∪ E

are axioms of PA.

1 In contrast to OWL2 [17] we do currently not address the export of negative role
assertions since they are not used by any of the relevant ontologies for our scenario.
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This definition regards the ontologies Ok and O as logical theories and makes
no distinction between axioms that are explicitly stated and axioms that are
entailed.

2.2 A naive implementation

A straightforward implementation of the projection of a sub Abox to a sub
ontology in OWL according to the definition is to iterate over all individuals
of E and project the inferrable Abox axioms to the signature of O. Thus, only
axioms that relate to classes, roles or individuals of O ∪ E are added to the
projection. The corresponding algorithm is shown in algorithm 1. We show here
only how to handle OWL object properties (= DL roles). Nevertheless, data-type
properties can be handled in analogy.

Theorem 1. The output of alg. 1 is valid according to the problem definition.

Proof. All possible Abox axioms over named entities are addressed and it is
guaranteed that only axioms that refer to classes and roles that belong to the
signature of O are added and that only instances that are ∈ E or that are ∈ O

are added. Since the algorithm checks the axioms by querying the entailments
from the reasoner it makes no difference if an axiom a was explicitly stated in
Ok or if it was inferred (Ok � a). Therefore, also Abox-Axioms that relates to
O which can only be inferred in Ok are made explicit in the projection

2.3 Minimal Projections for Data-Exchange

Unfortunately the naive solution produces a potentially very large number of
exported axioms because it makes all axioms in the projection explicit. For ex-
ample, given the class expressions doctor ⊑ Actor, pathologist ⊑ doctor experi-
enced pathologist ⊑ pathologist and an exported individual Mr Smith with the
type assertion experienced pathologist(Mr Smith) we will get the additional ex-
plicit assertions: Actor(Mr Smith), doctor(Mr Smith),and pathologist(Mr Smith)
in the projection. While in a minimal solution there should only be the axiom
experienced pathologist(Mr Smith). The restriction to named entities makes the
projection finite but still much too large for an export format, where the size of
the exported data matters. For exporting purposes the number of axioms should
be limited to those that are essentially required to preserve all entailments that
are possible in the full projection. Therefore, we now define the minimality of
axioms of one individual.

Definition 5. Minimal set of Abox axioms of an individual: The set Ai of all
Abox axioms that refer to an individual I ∈ O is minimal if there does not exist
an Abox axiom a ∈ Ai such that O \ {a} � a.

Based on this definition we can define a minimal projection:
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Algorithm 1. A naive implementation of the projection

1: procedure NaiveProjection(E, Ok, O, PA)
2: PA = {}
3: for all i ∈ E do

4: for all C ∈ O.sig.Classes do

5: if Ok � C(i) then
6: PA = PA ∪ {C(i)}
7: end if

8: end for

9: for all R ∈ O.sig.Roles do

10: for all j ∈ O.sig.Individuals ∪ E do

11: if Ok � R(i, j) then
12: PA = PA ∪ {R(i, j)}
13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: for all j ∈ O.sig.Individuals ∪ E do

17: if i 6= j ∧Ok � i ≈ j then

18: PA = PA ∪ {i ≈ j}
19: end if

20: if Ok � i 6≈ j then

21: PA = PA ∪ {i 6≈ j}
22: end if

23: end for

24: end for

25: end procedure

Definition 6. A minimal projection Pmin(E,Ok, O) is defined as a subset of

of the projection P (E,Ok, O) such that Pmin(E,Ok, O) =
⋃|E|

i=1
Ai where Ai

denotes one minimal set of Abox axioms of the individual i ∈ P (E,Ok, O).

Obviously, since there can be multiple minimal sets of Abox axioms for each
individual a minimal projection is not unique. In this work we are interested in
finding one minimal projection that is used for data exchange.

A black-box algorithm that computes a minimal projection for a given pro-
jection P and a target ontology O can be implemented straightforward. The
corresponding algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. It is inspired by an algorithm
for the construction of minimal unsatisfiable sub Tboxes of [11]. It simply iter-
ates over all individuals in the signature of P and removes each explicitly defined
axiom that can still be entailed when the explicit axiom is removed.

While this black-box solution obviously achieves a minimal projection ac-
cording to the definition it has the drawback of a simply unfeasible performance.
Each removal of an axiom from the projection requires to restart/re-synchronize
the reasoner which is unfeasible for larger ontologies (see section 4).
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Algorithm 2. Minimizing a projection P

1: procedure MinimizeProjection(P , O)
2: for all i ∈ P.sig.Individuals do

3: for all a ∈ Axioms ∈ P over i do

4: if O \ ai � ai. then
5: remove ai from P

6: end if

7: end for

8: end for

9: end procedure

3 Efficient Export of sub Aboxes

The output of the naive exporter is very redundant. We could also show, that
a black box minimizer is unfeasible. We are now interested in strongly reducing
the number of axioms in the projection without changing the entailments. We
call axioms that can be removed without modifying the entailments redundant
axioms. We now discuss properties of a projection that can be exploited to
generate a far less redundant projection with an incremental algorithm that
aims to minimize the calls to the reasoner to provide proper scalability in section
3.1. The incremental algorithm never removes already inserted axioms from the
generated output. This approach allows a very fast export but some reasons
for redundancies cannot be processed in an incremental way. Therefore, we will
discuss reasons for such redundancies and propose a post processing algorithm
that removes such redundancies from the export in section 3.2.

3.1 Improving the generation of the projection

In this section we discuss properties of a projection that can be used to already
reduce the number of redundant axioms using an incremental export algorithm.

Avoiding redundancies due to the class or property hierarchy

Theorem 2. A type assertion for an individual x, C(x) in a projection P (E,

Ok, O) is redundant, if there exists a type assertion D(x) ∈ P (E,Ok, O) and the
target ontology O entails D ⊑ C.

Proof. When the result of the projection P (E,Ok, O) is merged with the target
ontology O, all superclasses of C are implicitly assigned as types of x. Therefore,
their explicit definition is redundant.

Theorem 3. A role assertion R(x, y) for an individual x to another individual
y in a projection P (E,Ok, O) is redundant, if there exists another role assertion
S(x, y) in P (E,Ok, O) and the target ontology O entails S ⊑ R.
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Proof. When the result of the projection P (E,Ok, O) is merged with the target
ontology O, the axiom R(x, y) is entailed by S(x, y) and S ⊑ R. Therefore, the
explicit definition of R(x, y) is redundant.

Theorem 4. An equivalent- or subclass S of a class C has always equivalent or
less direct or indirect descendants than C .

Proof. Any subclass S2 of a subclass S1 is always also a subclass of the superclass
S of S1. Therefore, the superclass must have more child classes than any of
its subclasses. Cyclic subclass relations do not change this behavior because
in DL classes that are pairwise subclasses of each other are equivalent classes.
Equivalent classes have the same number of descendants.

We could simply remove the previously discussed redundancies from a given
projection by a minimizer that computes the transitive reduction [1] of the type
or role assertions. Algorithmically this can be realized by a nested loop over
the classes or roles and corresponding entailment checks. While this is still much
more feasible than the black-box minimizer it still requires a high number of rea-
soner calls. Therefore, we exploit theorem 4 to get a more efficient exporter: We
can sort the types and roles ascending by the number of subclasses/subroles. In
a next step an advanced exporter can iterate over the sorted subroles/subclasses
and only insert classes or roles when no subclass or role of the current class/roles
has already been inserted. For role assertions we also need to ensure, that the
role points to the same entity. Our improved algorithm effectively generates
the transitive reduction without computing the transitive reduction in a nested
loop fashion. While this improvement already strongly avoids redundancies -
especially for ontologies with big T/R-boxes, there are still other reasons for
redundant type assertions:

Avoiding redundancies due to role assertions

Theorem 5. A type assertion of an individual a, C(a) is redundant in the pro-
jection P (E,Ok, O), if there exists a role assertion R(a, b) and C is an equivalent
or superclass of the domain of R.

Proof. The domain C of a property P is defined as ∃P.⊤ ⊑ C. Consequently it
is redundant to explicitly state that an individual that has a property assertion
P (a,⊤) is of the type C.

Theorem 6. An explicit role assertion R(a, b) in a projection P (E,Ok, O) is
redundant, if there exists an explicit role assertion R−1(b, a) in P (E,Ok, O).

Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of inverse roles.

Theorem 7. An explicit role assertion R(a, b) in a projection P (E,Ok, O) is
redundant, if there exists an explicit role assertion R(b, a) in P (E,Ok, O) and R

is defined to be symmetric.
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Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of symmetry.

Theorem 8. For every symmetric role R, there exists an inverse role R−1 such
that R−1 = R

Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of symmetric roles.

Theorem 9. An explicit role assertion of an individual a, R(a, b) is redundant
in the projection P (E,Ok, O), if there exists an explicit role assertion R′(a, c)
and O � {R ≡ R′} and O � {b ≈ c}

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of equivalence of indi-
viduals.

Theorem 10. An explicit role assertion of an individual a, R(a, b) is redundant
in the projection P (E,Ok, O), if the role is reflexive in O and a is in the domain
of R.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of reflexivity in OWL-
DL: A reflexive property p with the domain d is defined as d ⊑ ∃p.Self . Conse-
quently the explicit definition of p to any individual of the type d is redundant.

An improved exporter can use theorem 5 by only asserting types to the ex-
ported individuals that are not equivalent to the domain of any assigned prop-
erty. Theorems 6 and 8 allow us to add only property assertions to the projection,
where the inverse has not yet been added. According to theorem 8 this also han-
dles redundancies that are induced due to symmetric properties. Actually it is
sufficient to only handle inverse properties. Theorem 9 and 10 allow the ex-
porter to realize the following optimization: Assertions to reflexive roles of the
form R(a, b), where a is the current individual and a ≈ b are skipped if a is in
the domain of R and role assertions are only exported once for each equivalent
individual.

Avoiding redundancies due to same individuals assertions

Theorem 11. An explicit same individual assertion a ≈ c in a projection
P (E,Ok, O) is redundant if there exists an assertion a ≈ b and an assertion
b ≈ c in P (E,Ok, O) ∪O.

Proof. The equivalence relation is transitive. Therefore, any assertion that is not
an element of the transitive reduction is redundant.

We can now use theorem 11 for an efficient exporter that avoids the described
redundancies already during the export. We need a way to ensure, that we do
not export redundant relations due to transitivity. The problem here is that we
cannot calculate the transitive reduction of the axioms in the projection unless
the projection is complete. Fortunately, there is another property that allows an
efficient export:
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Theorem 12. An explicit same individual assertion a ≈ b in a P (E,Ok, O) is
redundant if there exists an assertion b ≈ a in the projection.

Proof. The equivalence relation is symmetric.

Exploiting theorem 11 and theorem 12 allows us to apply the following ap-
proach: Export only equivalence axioms for an individual j, if there exists no
equivalence axiom of the form k ≈ j in the current set of axioms of the incre-
mentally generated projection, where k is already an element of the projection.
According to theorem 12 it is equivalent to query for k ≈ j or to query for
j ≈ k. Fortunately k ≈ j is already part of the projection because when k was
exported all equivalence axioms that can be entailed in Ok ∪ E were added to
the projection.
We can actually broaden theorem 11 to any axiom over an equivalent individual:

Theorem 13. Given the individuals a and c, where a ≈ c. Any explicitly stated
axiom over c is redundant, if there exists a corresponding axiom over a.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of equivalence.

We can now exploit theorem 13 to make the exporting algorithm even more
efficient: We only export any type of axiom over an individual j, if there ex-
ists no equivalence axiom of the form k ≈ j in the current set of axioms of
the incrementally generated projection, where k is already an element of the
projection.

3.2 Efficient Removal of redundant assertions

While the discussed properties of a projection can already be used to produce
a pre-minimized export, the result is not yet minimal because there are reasons
for redundancies that cannot be removed during the incremental creation of the
projection. For a complete minimization we can of course again use our black-
box algorithm 2. The combination of the improved exporter and the black-box
minimizer is much faster than minimizing a completely redundant projection
because less axioms need to be tested. Nevertheless, there are still properties
that can be used to efficiently remove redundancies from the projection:

Removing redundancies due to transitive roles

Theorem 14. An explicit role assertion of an individual a, R(a, c) is redundant
in the projection P (E,Ok, O), if there exists a role assertions R(a, b) and R(b, c)
in P (E,Ok, O) ∪O and R is a transitive role.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of transitivity.

We will now show as one example why redundant role assertions that are in-
duced by transitive roles cannot be avoided by an incremental export algorithm.
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Theorem 15. The reduction of transitive role assertions cannot be done incre-
mentally during the export.

Proof. We provide the proof using a counter-example: We assume that we first
add the axioms to an individual R(a, c) and R(a, b). Unfortunately we did not
yet export the individual b. Therefore, we cannot find the later inserted ax-
iom R(b, c) which would render R(a, c) redundant in the incrementally produced
projection. We could still change the order of exports and export c and b first.
This could solve the example problem. But it is not a general solution because
we may have a cycle in the property assertions that prevents us from finding
a suitable order: Given the transitive and disjoint roles R and S and the ax-
ioms R(a, b), R(b, c), R(c, d), R(a, c), R(a, d), R(b, d) and S(d, c), S(c, b), S(b, a),
S(d, b), S(d, a), S(c, a). In order to eliminate the redundancies of R we would
need to begin the incremental export with d, in order to eliminate those of S we
would need to start with a, which is impossible for an incremental export.

According to the theorem we cannot guarantee that the transitive role as-
sertions are redundancy free when the check is done incrementally during the
creation of the projection. In order to remove redundancies that are induced by
transitive properties we use a simple nested loop algorithm that iterates over
all transitive properties and all pairs of individuals in order to compute the
transitive reduction [1] of the property assertions.

Another source of redundancies that cannot incrementally be handled during
the export are redundancies that occur due to (global) ranges of properties
(roles):

Removing redundancies due to ranges of roles

Theorem 16. An explicit type assertion of an individual a, C(a) is redundant in
the projection P (E,Ok, O) if there exists a role assertion R(b, a) in P (E,Ok, O)∪
O and C is equivalent to the range of R.

Proof. The range C of a role R is defined in DL as: ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.C. Consequently it
is redundant to specifically state that an instance a that is the target of a role
assertion R(x, a) is of the type C.

A minimizing algorithm can iterate over all role assertions and remove corre-
sponding type assertions of the individuals that are in the range of the property
assertions. A similar behavior exists for local ranges of a property:

Theorem 17. An explicit type assertion of an individual a, C(a) is redundant in
the projection P (E,Ok, O) if there exists a role assertion R(b, a) in P (E,Ok, O)∪
O and there exists a qualified universal role restriction on the class of b of the
form b ⊑ ∀R.C

Proof. The proof is in analogy to the one of theorem 16 with the only difference
that instead of the top class a specific class is used.
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This property can easily be integrated into the proposed algorithm for the re-
moval of redundancies that are induced by global ranges by additionally querying
universal restrictions on the current individual.

Theorem 18. The reduction of type assertions that are redundant due to local
or global property ranges cannot be realized incrementally.

Proof. As shown in proof of theorem 15 a cyclic dependency between properties
cannot be resolved in an incremental way. The proof for the removal of redundant
type assertions due to local or global ranges can be done in analogy.

Removing redundant same individuals assertions

Theorem 19. An explicit same individual assertion a ≈ c or c ≈ a in the
projection P (E,Ok, O) is redundant if there exists a functional role assertion
R(a, x) and R(c, y) ∈ P (E,Ok, O) ∪ O and x ≈ y.

Proof. The proof is the direct consequence of the definition of functional roles.

This property can be used to minimize the set of same individuals by nested
loops over each functional property and each individual with each other individ-
ual.

Theorem 20. The removal of redundant same individual assertions due to func-
tional properties cannot be realized with an incremental projection algorithm.

Proof. The incremental algorithm exports each complete individual in E and
never removes already exported axioms. It will export the individuals beginning
at i1 and ending at in. Given the role assertion R(in, i1) and R is a functional
property and R(in−1, i1) it could potentially not export the same individual as-
sertion in−1 ≈ in but it will export in−1 ≈ in because, when processing in−1 it
has no knowledge about in.

4 Evaluation

The discussed properties of Abox projections can be used to efficiently reduce
the number of exported axioms. We have focused on frequent reasons for large
numbers of redundant axioms but did not intend to guarantee the general mini-
mality for the efficient algorithms. For example we do not consider redundancies
that are induced by data-type / data-value reasoning and we do not handle re-
dundancies that are inducted by property chains yet.
We have implemented both naive algorithms and an efficient exporter that ex-
ploits the theorems of section 3.1 and an efficient pre-minimizer according to
the theorems in section 3.2. All algorithms were implemented in Java using the
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Manchester OWL API2 together with the pellet3 reasoner. The experiments were
executed on a virtual machine with dedicated 8GB of RAM and two dedicated
CPU cores (AMD Opteron 2382 @ 2,61 Ghz). The aim of the evaluation was
to evaluate the applicability of the proposed algorithms with regard to the per-
formance (exported instances/second) and the degree of minimality that can be
reached by our implementation. We used different real-world and benchmarking
ontologies with big Aboxes (LUBM4, Financial5, Restaurant6 and a generated
dataset of provenance data based on ICD-107) to cover a broad spectrum of
ontologies.

4.1 Experimental Results

Scalability with regard to Tbox and export size: Our first experiment is the ex-
port of randomly generated data of patients, their diagnosis and their medical
doctors in analogy to the example in section 1. The private source data only
refers to private concepts and roles that are an extension of the target ontology
using a generated nested hierarchy of 10 subclasses / subroles. To evaluate the
performance with regard to big Tboxes we used an OWL version of the ICD 10
disease classification for the diagnosis. ICD 10 is organized in different chapters.
To evaluate the scalability with regard to the size of the Tbox we executed the
tests with different numbers of chapters. The Abox for all tests has a total size
of 15,143 instances. The results are shown in figure 1. It shows the number of
exported instances per second (exp. scale!) for different numbers of exp. individ-
uals (x-axis) and different Tbox-sizes (A-F: 2907 classes, A -J: 4516 classes, A-O:
7058 classes and ICD all 14509 classes) and different algorithms. The efficient
exporter together with the efficient minimizer achieves a performance between
3 and 36 instances per second. The results of the simple but full minimizer im-
plementation that is executed on the result of the efficient exporter and efficient
minimizer reaches a performance of 0.8 and 0.05 instances per second. Actu-
ally it turned out that for all experiments with the ICD 10 ontology the result
of the efficient exporter with the efficient minimizer was already minimal. The
experiments show that the efficient exporter reaches a good and nearly linear
performance with regard to the number of exported instances. Only the startup
costs make the export of very small numbers of instances inefficient. In contrast
the full minimizer shows an exponential decrease in speed when the number of
exported instances growth. We have also partly evaluated the naive exporter
with the full minimizer. While the naive exporter performs better than the ef-
ficient exporter with regard to inst./sec. the minimizer gets much slower when
executed on a large set of axioms.

2 http://owlapi.sourceforge.net
3 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet
4 http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/
5 http://www.cs.put.poznan.pl/alawrynowicz/semintec.htm
6 https://files.ifi.uzh.ch/ddis/oldweb/ddis/fileadmin/ont/nli/restaurant.

owl
7 https://dkm.fbk.eu/index.php/ICD-10\_Ontology
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Fig. 1. Instances per second ICD10 with various Tbox sizes.

Export performance and degree of redundancy with various benchmarking on-
tologies: The second experiment compares the number of redundant axioms and
the exported axioms per second of our efficient algorithm with the naive imple-
mentation. We have used typical benchmarking ontologies with large numbers
of instances (LUBM (1 University, 1609 instances), Financial (17941 instances),
Restaurant (9748 instances) and the ICD 10 testcase from the last experiment
(15092 instances)). All ontologies were extended with a hierarchy of 10 subclasses
/ subroles and all instances were rewritten to only refer to the extended (private)
classes and roles. We have always exported the whole Abox to a target ontology
with an initially empty Abox. The number of exported axioms of our efficient
exporter in comparison to the naive exporter for the different datasets is shown
in figure 3. It is obvious that the structure of the ontology has a large impact
on the number of redundant axioms that can be saved. The highest number of
savings could be achieved in the ICD 10 test case due to the large Tbox. The
redundancy of the restaurant ontology is also big because many redundancies are
caused by transitive and inverse roles. The efficient exporter creates an export
set that is around 70% smaller in comparison to the full export. In case of the
financial ontology the number of exported axioms is still around 50% smaller. In
case of the LUBM dataset the efficient exporter saves around 35% of the axioms
of the full export.
The reduction of the number of axioms has also consequences for the file size of
the export depending on the serialization method (we use the RDF/XML seri-
alization). In the ICD 10 test case, the fully redundant export file (only Abox)
has a size of 22.4 MB. In comparison the minimized set has a size of 7.58 MB.
Therefore, it is around three times smaller. The same ratio holds, when both
files are zipped (647 KB vs. 211 KB). The reduced size has also consequences
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for the time that is required to load the ontology into the target system. In an
average of 100 experiments the time to load the minimized Abox was 0.8 sec-
onds in comparison to 2.1 seconds for the non minimized version. Therefore, the
minimized version can be loaded 2.6 times faster than the full export.

Of course the efficient export requires more time to compute the output. The
comparison of both approaches with regard to exported instances per second
is shown in figure 2. While for LUBM, ICD 10 and Financial the number of
instances per second of the efficient exporter is moderately lower (LUBM: 38%,
ICD 10: 59%, Financial: 53%) the performance for the Restaurant data-set is
93% lower. This limited performance for the restaurant ontology is due to the
fact that the restaurant ontology heavily uses inverse and transitive properties.
All values for instances per second include the time for the efficient export and
the post-minimizer. The amount of time for the post-minimizer in comparison
to the total time was 17% for LUBM, 93% for Restaurant, 40% for Financial,
and 5% for ICD-10.

Degree of minimality We have executed the black-box minimizer on all results
to check the degree of minimality that could be achieved by our solution. In fact
we produced minimal results for the ICD 10 and Restaurant datasets. For the
LUBM benchmark the efficient exporter and minimizer did not eliminate one
redundant axiom of 8000 axioms. In case of the Financial dataset our efficient
algorithms did not eliminate around 50 redundant axioms of 50000. The cause
of the redundant axioms are redundant type assertion due to defined (top-level)
classes. In this case it can be deduced by the properties/roles of an instance that
it has a specific type. Therefore, an additional assertion to this type is redundant.
While one could argue that this is a major shortcoming of our approach it does
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not really result in big numbers of redundant axioms (1 of 8000 in case of LUBM
and 50 of 50000 in case of financial). The reason for the still very low degree of
redundancy is that in many cases our approach can still reach minimality when
defined classes are used and the definition also addresses other classes in the
hierarchy. For example a type assertion to the defined class youngperson (person
and hasAge ≤ 20) will not be redundant, for a person of the age of 10 because
a youngperson is a subclass of person. Other redundancies that we do currently
not address are redundancies by OWL 2 object property chains. However they
can potentially be addressed in analogy to the processing of redundancies due
to transitive properties.

Different Individuals Axioms Ontologies, where all sister classes are defined to
be disjoint result in individuals with a very large set of different individuals
assertions. Those are typically all redundant because they are implicitly defined
by the Tbox of the shared ontology. A typical scenario is that for each individual,
all other individuals are different. Even only querying all those different from
axioms for each individual using the reasoner in the naive exporter is unfeasible
for larger sets of instances. Therefore, for all tests with large Aboxes we only
exported explicitly defined disjointness axioms.

5 Related Work

There exists numerous upper ontologies [15] and domain ontologies for nearly
every domain. To our surprise methods to efficiently project instance data from
private ontologies to corresponding domain- and upper ontologies have not been
addressed so far. Related to our research are works for ontology translation such
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as [6, 20]. In contrast to our scenario of projecting private instances to upper
ontology instances the goal of ontology translation is to translate between arbi-
trary ontologies. The approach in [6] follows a similar idea as our approach: First
different ontologies are mapped and then merged to one ontology. In a second
step the data is projected from a source ontology to a target ontology. How-
ever, the setting is different because the translation between arbitrary ontologies
requires more expressive mappings (such as translation functions). As a conse-
quence the approach [6] translates the source ontologies to a more expressive
language (first order logics), applies specific reasoning methods for translation
and lowers the data back to the target ontology. In our setting of the translation
to domain/upper ontologies case we can stay on the same (tractable) logical
representation as the ontology itself and use any OWL reasoner. Another major
difference is that our aim was to achieve minimal results, which, is only partly
addressed in [6]. The ontology translation approach in [20] is based on distributed
description logics, where different ontologies are mapped with specific bridging
axioms. Similar to [6] it allows to reason over a merged ontology but it avoids to
use first order logics as an intermediate format. The approach does not care for
the miniamlity of the results and requires a specific reasoner. A major difference
to the ontology translation approaches is that in our scenario the merged ontol-
ogy is already given and is based on standard description logics. We are actually
interested in extracting specific sets of entailments. Different approaches for the
extraction of entailments are discussed in [3]. However, the goal is to construct
sets that are interesting for the user for debugging purposes.
Another related field are approaches for modular ontologies [23]. In particular
module extraction [16, 13, 5] is closely related. The idea is to extract a (minimal)
sub-ontology for a specific signature from an ontology that preserves the entail-
ments of the input ontology regarding the given signature. Therefore, module
extraction solves a more general problem than our problem definition. It was
shown in [5] that module extraction is undecidable for OWL DL. Therefore, cur-
rent implementations use some approximations or impose additional constraints.
Since the goal is to create sub-ontologies the generated modules also include ad-
ditional concepts of the input ontology that describe the input signature but that
are not elements of it and the input signature is typically limited to concepts. In
contrast we are only interested in Abox axioms that can be expressed using the
domain ontology and private concepts should never be part of the export due to
privacy requirements.
Finally Abox abduction [18, 12] is somehow related to our approach. Reasoning
methods for Abox abduction allow to answer queries like: Provide all minimal
sets of assertions that must exist for a specific observation to hold. This can
potentially also be used for minimizing of Abox axioms. In this case simply all
derived or explicit axioms of an individual are observations. However, this is
actually a trivial case for Abox abduction. The methods are tailored for non
trivial cases and require non standard reasoning facilities that require multiple
transformation steps resulting in a limited performance for our scenario. Our
solution is based on standard description logics reasoners that are used in the
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information systems of the partners anyway. The same reasoners can be used to
compute the set of instances and to actually perform the export. No additional
transformations are required.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed the problem of exporting instances of a private
ontology to instances of a shared upper / domain ontology. Methods to generate
such an export either suffer from very high degrees of redundant axioms or of
simply unfeasible performance. The major contribution of this paper is a new
efficient method for exporting Abox axioms to an upper ontology which gener-
ates export sets with low redundancy. The method is based on an systematic
investigation of properties of Abox projections that result in redundant axioms.
Of course, it would be desirable to guarantee export sets without any redun-
dancy, however, we were more concerned about the performance of the export
procedures and were ready to accept low degrees of redundancies. On the one
hand the experiments showed that the method we propose here achieves very low
degrees of redundancy between 0% and 0.01% in standard benchmarking ontolo-
gies. On the other hand the achieved performance is very promising and allows
an application in real world use-cases such as the export of detailed provenance
information in the biobank domain.
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